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The most important factor that makes a Journal well established and popular is its regularity and originality. I am glad with the honest ethical work of the Journal and will be putting all efforts to maintain the originality of the Journal. I have complete faith on the Associate Editors and Supporting reviews for the honest and quality work with me. I never agonized myself about the rejection of research work for publication, the only factor that work important is truthful and originality of the work. Any issue under me will be going through proper review and editorial procedure to maintain the Editorial Workflow of the IJEMS.

In the immediate previous issue we have crossed the decade of publication involving many scientific and valuable articles. We have gone through number of rejections of papers also which tend us to maintain the value of this journal.

We are glad that we have started all indexing process and initiated the CrossRef DOI to further benefit the readers and authors. We are still running the IJEMS free of cost and I personally want to aware all the readers, scholars and authors to please not to come under any trap of submitting any kind of fee or charges in any form or amount. IJMES is purely working for the scholars and researchers and never support or ask for any kind of Payment in any form. The maintenance cost is huge as we are providing the HTM, XML, DOI and indexing charges to the organization which include the data base and security along with reviewer’s charges also, but we are glad we are maintaining it on our own till now.

I need not to fret about its establishment and Popularity, as the whole team is working honestly for keeping IJEMS regular and original.

I once again on behalf of the whole team congratulate everyone on completion of Decade of Publication with us.

Regards
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